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"The easiest instant auto-pilot income generator on the Internet!"... "How To Create Follow Up Emails For

Any Product or Service in Minutes By Simply Copying and Pasting Information Into A One-Page

Template!" ..."Finally There's a Way to Write Follow Up Emails For Any Product You Sell Generating

Back-End Sales on Auto-Pilot!" From: Maurice Smith & Revenue Re: Email Profits Dear Fellow Marketer,

I'm going to get right to the point. If you can copy information from a sales letter and paste that

information into a template then you stand to make substantial auto-pilot cash with the tool you are about

to find out about. The product is called Follow-Up Email Creator Pro. Here's How It Works... Step 1. You

read the questions and fill in the blanks with your answers. In some cases all you are doing is copying

and pasting from your product's sales letter. Step 2. You push the Create button. Step 3. You view your

newly created 21 follow up sales messages. Step 4. You copy and paste your follow up sales messages

to Notepad and make any adjustments. You could add additional language or just keep the messages the

way they are. Step 5. You load the messages into your autoresponder system. That's it. The total time to

create 21 follow up email sales messages is between 15-30 minutes depending on how fast you can

answer the questions. Imagine how long it would take if you were to manually write all 21 follow up emails

by hand. Now here's some more stuff you could do with Follow-Up Email Creator Pro... 1. You could mix

in articles in between your follow up series. 2. You could add value to ANY PLR product in a day or so by

simply creating a series of follow up sales messages centered around the PLR product. 3. You could

create follow up emails for Clickbank products and generate back-end sales with your autoresponder. 4.

You could create follow up emails for resale rights products....And on and on. Just so you don't think I am

exaggerating the scale of Follow-Up Email Creator Pro, here are some of the featues and benefits you'll

get. Create a series of 3, 7, 14 or 21 email follow up messages in minutes without coming up with any

NEW content of your own! Create follow up emails for any product or service regardless of the niche!

Relax your mind knowing that each email follow up message you create will be unique to your product.

Your product's existing sales letter is what makes each follow up message unique starting with the

subject of each email! Create, save, retrieve and update any follow up email series in minutes! Generate
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sales using proven cost justification strategies integrated within your follow up emails. Your price will

appear insignificantly small and you won't have to give away the store just to make a sale! Gain an

competitive advantage with product guarantees built right into your follow up messages that will justify the

purchase in the mind of your prospects! Ignite your prospects greed gland with product bonus offers that

you will build right into your follow up emails! These alone will make your follow up messages unique

even if you are selling the same affiliate product! Cut through the email clutter and easily keep your

product in front of the eyes of your prospects with short, product focused follow up emails designed to

push your prospects hot-buttons. Steer clear of sending "hyped-up" follow up emails that fail to move your

prospects to buy! Save more time and capture more sales using a tool that lets you create, copy and

paste 21 email follow up messages to your autoresponder quicker than it takes you to write three email

follow up messages on your own. Experience the true power of follow up autoresponders by simply

loading them with compelling email follow up messages doing all the follow up for you without any other

effort on your part! Automatically qualify each prospect with every follow up email that your autoresponder

sends! Eliminate tire-kickers right from the start and only deal with folks who are interested in your offer!

Promote an unlimited number of affiliate products using free reports, follow up messages and

autoresponders. All you do is drive traffic to your free reports. Then let your autoresponders and follow up

email messages do the work of harvesting new sales...All on auto-pilot! In the past this was extremely

time consuming to do. Now you can have it set up in minutes! Buys you time with your prospects without

losing mind share as you scout other product offers to send to your list! Regain lost profits and pocket an

extra $3,500 - $50,000 or more in spendable cash profits each year without investing a single dime in ad

costs or lifting a finger! Become a master at following up with your prospects in minutes! No skill, no

expensive seminars, no expensive copywriting manuals required! Outsell, outperform and outdistance

your competitors by sending simple, focused, compelling email follow up messages for any product or

service you sell! Learn how to sell more of your product at a higher price by focusing on a single part of

your offer! This simple trick even let's you sell the same exact affiliate product as your competitors and

outsell them 3 to 1 hands down! The secret can be found within the template. As you can see, Follow-Up

Email Creator Pro is a major time-saver. In fact, read what another customer had to say about Follow-Up

Email Creator Pro.... "But now for the ultimate question - will every follow up message look alike?..." Let

me put it this way. "No one will ever know that you are using Follow-Up Email Creator Pro because each



follow up message is unique to your product!". Each follow up email starting with the subject is unique to

your product. Follow-Up Email Creator Pro uses proven words and phrases from proven email campaigns

to blend with your product's content for each follow up email. In fact, if you buy Follow-Up Email Creator

Pro today I will give you the following bonus FREE! Instant Affiliate Squeeze Page Machine... Value

$27.00 FREE! IN 2 MINUTES You Can Create A Squeeze Page Echoing The Killer Headline, Sales Copy

& Ecover From The Sales Site That You Are Promoting! Complete With Your Auto Responder Form That

Forwards Your Prospects To The Salespage After Adding Them To YOUR List! This simply means you

can set up profitable follow-up email campaigns in minutes. But, you should be aware of this: if you have

an opt-in list but don't follow up regularly you are losing out. And, if you are even thinking about creating

follow up emails without Follow-Up Email Creator Pro then be prepared for a long, painful haul. Get the

exclusive, fully exhaustive Follow-Up Email Creator Pro at the bargain price of only $1.98 Secure

Payments Made Through PayPal You will receive download instanly for Follow-Up Email Creator Pro

seconds after you complete your order. Sincerely, Maurice Smith & Revenue P.S. - Here are three

reasons why you must act on this offer before you leave this website... Reason #1. Eliminate writer's bloc

forever! Never stare at another computer screen for as long as you own your business. Writing follow up

emails is not hard. Just time consuming. Finally there is a way to write 21 follow up emails (for all of your

single product promotions) in minutes. Reason #2. Cut through the email clutter and easily keep your

product in front of the eyes of your prospects with short, product focused follow up emails designed to

push your prospects hot-buttons. Reason #3. I'll show you how to turn your $1.98 purchase price into

hundreds of dollars in cash. Tags: plr, mrr
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